


John Everett Button is an American poet, composer, and singer, living in Washington, DC. 

He is the author of  several short stories and collections of  poetry, including the newly released 

romantic tragedy Reflexive Conversations. Writing in a poetic style entirely his own, John’s art 

is a new expressive medium, calling his readers back to consciousness. Rich with discovery, 

John explores all forms of  love, suffering, and madness; he searches compulsively to see all, 

feel all, and say all. 

John comes from a long line of  poets. His grandmother Evelyn, an old Sicilian clairvoyant 

of  sorts, believes his poetic gift comes from a familial ghost that predates him, manifesting 

itself  first in his distant relative Sam Walter Foss, whose works include The House by the Side 

of  the Road and The Coming American. John’s great grandmother Clara Button was also a 

religious poet who won two awards for poetic composition (gold medals) in the state of  Maine. 

John’s father James, whose pen name was Everett James, was a prolific writer throughout 

his college years, often writing love poems to his future wife and even being published in 

Eastern Michigan University’s Newspaper. True to tradition, this familial poetic-ghost moved 

from one generation to the next, awakening John Everett Button on August 21st, 1983 in 

Concord, California. Just as the brass that awakens to find itself  a trumpet, John awoke to 

find himself  a poet. True to his calling, John began his artistic pursuits from a young age. At 

10 years old, his mother bought him a guitar and enrolled him in lessons; almost immediately 

he began writing songs. At 16, he composed his first poem in a hostel in Dachau, Germany, 

after touring the city’s infamous concentration camp. The poem, entitled, “Dachau” received 

critical acclaim when it was published in the The Reader, Cardinal Gibbons yearly poetry 

publication. (In fact, the poem was originally returned because the editor assumed it couldn’t 

have been the work of  a 16-year-old.)

The youngest of  three children of  Jim and Judy Button, John has two older sisters, Melissa and 

Amy. He has moved often throughout his life, living in California, Maryland, Michigan, North 

Carolina, Florida, Georgia, and Virginia. In 2002, he graduated from Cardinal Gibbons High 

School in Raleigh, NC; he attended East Carolina University that fall to study philosophy. Originally 

interested in philosophy for its ability to prepare one for the LSAT, John quickly fell in love with 

philosophy and decided to pursue that instead of  law school. Immediately identified by faculty 

as a standout, he became more involved with philosophy, becoming the President of  ECU’s Phi 

Sigma Tau chapter (International Honor Society in Philosophy) and President of  ECU’s official 

Philosophy Club. He was also an active member of  ECU’s Official Poetry Club, sharing some of  

his earliest writings with the group. In 2006, he graduated magna cum laude from East Carolina 

University and received the 2006 Distinguished Philosophy Major Award. It was this academic 

achievement that compelled him to continue his study of  philosophy at Georgia State University 

in Atlanta, Georgia. After publishing his thesis, “Against Pyrrhonian Equipollence” in the fall of  

2008, he received his Master of  Arts the following spring. He immediately returned to writing, 

starting first with Reflexive Conversations (Books I-III) which he had started at 21 and finished 

the following year. In the fall of  2010, he published Reflexive Conversations. After a small book-

tour in 2011, he began working on several new projects, including Reflexive Conversations II 

(Books IV, V, and VI), due for a 2012 release. 

In his spare time, John enjoys a great deal of  other interests including working out, playing the 

guitar, writing songs, recording both music and natural sound effects, watching movies, and 

traveling. He has also started actively modeling during his free time. He currently lives in the 

Washington, DC area and can be contacted at john@johneverettbutton.com. 

-Bio written by Sam Murray

Biography
“The sufferings are enormous, but one has to be strong, one has to be born a poet, and I know I am a poet.”
- Arthur Rimbaud
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Reflexive ConveRsations
About the book
Prepare yourself for the most original epic poem since John Milton’s Paradise 

Lost. Utterly unique in its intimacy, this stunning volume gives literature its 

first truly romantic depiction of Satan; a tragic character whose greatest love 

results in his greatest loss.  

Reflexive Conversations contains the first three “Books,” or parts, of  this romantic tragedy. A 

direct challenge to John Milton’s vision in Paradise Lost, Reflexive Conversations offers a brave 

new vision of  the Devil’s fall from grace. Told almost entirely in first person, this contemporary 

epic saga is a poetic mosaic; a series of  individual poems from which a single story emerges: 

the Devil’s inability to overcome his greatest love lost causes him to fall back into the world, 

sending him into a fateful journey where he is led through many changes of  fortune, wandering 

on foot and sail in search of  a sanctuary from the heartache he endured. 

An evocative journey into the depths of  the Devil’s mind, Reflexive Conversations intoxicates 

the reader with poetic magnificence in this dialog full of  twists and turns and savory verses, 

transcending the bounds of  traditional tragedy, and rising to become, as if  it were, a work of  

sculpture that is a living representative of  the substantive spheres of  life, lifting the reader with 

the voice of  raw human emotion, eternally bonding them to this unforgettable masterpiece.   



“Not very many people, if anybody, is writing this kind of thing, and I suspect that many will see 

Button’s real potential, based upon the ambition and verve of this piece.” 

- Michael Shannon Friedman (Music and Book Critic for The Charleston Gazette)

“Features of the narrator’s story – his desire for immortality, his alienation, his voyage, search for 

happiness and eventual discovery of love – are imbued with new meaning when the full context 

dawns on the reader… Reflexive Conversations is a fine work of romantic and philosophical 

poetry, one that surprises the reader with absorbing language and forces him to think of familiar 

individuals and ideas in unfamiliar ways. It is the finest new poem this reviewer has read in 

several years.”

- John Collins, Ph.D., Associate Professor

“Reflexive Conversations offers a refuge from the busyness of life illuminating both the joys 

and sorrows to be gained from love. It is guaranteed to affect your life in innumerable ways, 

as it has mine.”

- Bethany Klim, Psy.D., Clinical Psychologist

“I read your book last night and, wow, you write beautifully.   What an amazing concept for a 

book.  I could not put it down.  Every once and awhile, I would read a line and have to stop and 

say to myself, how in the world did he just put these words together.”

- MaryAnne Hartford, Sr. Strategy Consultant

“Reflexive Conversations went beyond expectations. As I read it, the images created where so 

vivid I couldn’t read it fast enough to find out what was going to happen next. And then there 

were other moments that were so intimate and sensual, I hung on every word. It’s a wonderful 

book...perfectly paired with a glass of wine.”

- Miwa Patton, Graphic Designer & Illustrator 

“In one word; Beautiful. I read it from start to finish in one sitting!”

- Jennifer Burleson, Elementary School Teacher

“Ethereal and beautiful writing; Reflexive Conversations tells of the Devil’s fall from grace from 

a new romantic perspective. Button deserves his reputation as a premier up-and-coming poet. 

Highly, highly recommended!”

-Nikki L. Cozzy, Amazon Book Reviewer

“I took my time in reading Reflexive Conversations. I wanted to allow myself to become fully 

absorbed into the character’s journey that Button so eloquently depicts. Satisfying both the 

romantic and the analytical thinker in me, his words transported me into a different world - one 

that I was happy to get lost in. The story captured my imagination in ways that I didn’t know 

were possible, and offered an emotional release I didn’t know I needed. Button’s poetry is epic 

indeed, and I am eager to embark on his next journey...wherever it may take me.”

-Lydia Morrish, Marketing Strategist

“I really enjoyed the prose, but the overall concept behind the book is what really gripped me. 

I have not read another book wherein the Devil was treated as just another wanderer who fell 

short of the mark and could not make it into Heaven. His reminisces and internal dialogue 

remind us that we are not so far removed.”

-Kirk Francis, Owner of  Kirk’s Cookies

“This epic philosophical poem reflects on the big questions of good and evil, free will and what 

(if any) is life’s purpose; the reader will be compelled to do the same. There are few poems that 

concern themselves with philosophical and religious questions without falling into uninformed 

and shallow generalizations on the one hand or pomp and dogma on the other. Reflexive 

Conversations is one of those rare works. It will be valuable to believers and non-believers alike.”

- Michael Veber, Ph.D., Associate Professor

“In old myths, the hero doesn’t ask questions, but moves through his story with a simple 

acceptance of experience. John Button has brought such a hero back to life, using the cadences 

of an ancient bard, but providing the sensibility and moral compass of the 21st century, so 

there is no vengeance, only sorrow. The hero never loses primal integrity as he voyages--he 

stays true to himself--but what impels the voyage is left a mystery, showing how longing itself 

is unfathomable. These tensions are translated into a series of sharp, memorable, symbol-

laden images: every animal, every flower, every stone, every shaft of light, every drop of water 

carries a message. This is fun to think about and beautiful in its entirety. Be sure to listen to 

the CD, it matches.”

-Chiriyan Dominick, Consultant to the Department of  Homeland Security
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Reflexive Conversations is a poetic reimagining of  the story of  Lucifer’s 

fall from grace.  In some respects it is reminiscent of  Tom Stoppard’s play 

Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern are Dead; both works are set in pre-existing 

literary universes, but imagine them from new perspectives, creating new 

stories that occasionally bump against or overlap with more familiar ones, 

such as that of  the Garden of  Eden and Judas’ punishment.  John Button’s 

epic poem tells of  the fall of  Satan and his voyage to Hell through the devil’s 

own eyes.  Features of  the narrator’s story – his desire for immortality, his 

alienation, his voyage, search for happiness and eventual discovery of  love 

– are imbued with new meaning when the full context dawns on the reader.

Button’s language is often striking; he frequently employs thought-provoking 

anthropomorphisms – “branches winding like long fingernails” (p.23), “curious 

water” (p.36), “white sails bellied out” in the wind (p. 44), “blue-blooded icebergs” 

(p. 43), and a chamber that echoes “as if  the walls were eager to repel every sound” 

(p. 53).  About a dreaming woman, the narrator asks “What gold and black spotted 

animal sprints beside her?” Some figurative language is inscrutable – the narrator 

says “my love stood above me like the shepherd of  a single sheep” – but invites 

many interpretations.  The poem has a timeless and dreamlike quality to it in places.  

Some elements of  the account are ancient, and the poem is peopled by shepherds 

and princesses, but the narrator also listens to music on his record player.  The story 

unspools smoothly but the overall effect is somewhat surreal.  

This is a work of  philosophical poetry, but unlike most poems described as 

philosophical, it demonstrates true appreciation for nuanced philosophical 

positions.  Many have supposed that free will is in conflict with predestination, 

but Button explores a puzzle raised by John Locke: if  a man stays in a room 

voluntarily, but the room is locked, does he stay in the room freely?  He cannot 

l e a v e , but he can do as he wishes.  It is suggested that a life predetermined need not be 

unfree: freedom “is found in our desires matching our destiny’s choice.”  It is no surprise 

that this poem is philosophically savvier than most philosophical poetry, as the author is a 

trained philosopher.

Some tropes from the Old and New Testaments are inverted.  Escape from purgatory (the 

melancholy Melon Colony) is recast as rebirth; the narrator is swallowed by a whale but 

the whale becomes his savior.  The biggest inversion of  all, of  course, is that Satan is the 

protagonist of  the story, the one with whom we identify.  It is a commonplace of  criticism 

of  Paradise Lost – an obvious touchstone for Reflexive Conversations – that Milton’s 

Satan is for more compelling than his God is, so an epic poetic apology for Satan, 

told from Satan’s own perspective, is natural and overdue.  Reflexive Conversations 

is a fine work of  romantic and philosophical poetry, one that surprises the reader 

with absorbing language and forces him to think of  familiar individuals and ideas 

in unfamiliar ways.  It is the finest new poem this reviewer has read in several 

years.

Reviewby Dr. John Collins





book i - exceRpt fRom the GARden of eden
“…Movement in the trees awakened my young heart
Monkeys began a choir of  screams,  
Leaping onto the roof  from the branches of  the tallest trees    

 Two bright-yellow eyes opened in the trees of  the garden  

Birthed from the dark shadows came a heavy black feline, 
His shoulders slowly rolling with each descending paw 
Two long tusks extended from his closed mouth

They raised, like drawn swords, into the air 
As he opened his jaws, flattening his large spotted tongue, 
And violently hissed

 A warm breeze of  rotting flesh blew past me
 
As I turned to run
He exploded through the yard, 
Entering the realm of  the tree…”

book Selec tionS



book ii – the nAked couple
When Tomorrow comes calling,
Rising from the land 
Like a bright ancient horn
We will rise, like beautiful mummies 
Wrapped in white bed sheets
Awakening to the dawn of  another life

But she has not yet arrived

So we began talking this night, 
Waiting for Tomorrow’s dew breath 
To be exhaled from her dark slender throat

We asked for silence by striking matches for candles,
Placing a needle onto a turning vinyl record,
Then burrowing our naked bodies beneath soft cotton sheets,
Exposing only our curious looks and pale shoulders

book ii - findinG the SymmetRy of eRoS 
Close your eyes, Love 

Soft touches of  my finger tips
Follow the natural creases
Of her relaxed body
I can find her symmetry with my fingers
    Which slide down the straight bridge of  her nose,
                   And over the soft groove above her lips
                      I gently cut across her parted lips,
           Tracing a straight line to her tiny chin, 
And then slowly roll down her slender neck-

I pull the white sheets off her chest, 
Exposing both pale breast

As I was above her
Heat rose from her body, like a soft flame,
Rubbing my chest and stomach

Each warm embrace was new
Each brave collision a triumph; 
We discovered love’s symmetry
Together. 



book iii - SleepwAlkinG in the ShAdow lAndS
I find myself  standing in the rolling poppy hills of  a strange land
Where the sky is a graveyard of  light
Buried in the slow procession of  dark clouds

 But I am not alone

Above me a winged shadow: A raven glides overhead 
Landing beside a flock of  ravens perched upon the creaking branches 
Of  an ancient tree, cawing; alerting my eyes to the cause of  the tree’s agony: 

 A man 
 
Dangling from the lowest branch of  the dead blackened tree
His face pale; frozen in anguish 
Half-open eyes plead for release from the rope that torques his neck; 

Blue unmoving lips 

His gaze shifts upon the horizon
As the wind blows beneath his feet,
Pushing over the poppies across the field

book iii – exceRpt fRom the lASt SuppeR
“…
Each night I disentangled myself  from their legs and arms,
Leaving my bed to creep through the sleeping village,
Walking past the smoking ashes of  the fire pit,
And over to the princess’s small hut

Each night I would peer into the cramped space to find
Her face preserved in moonlight; she was awake 
Beneath her shut eyes, 
Running from the falling of  stars and arrows,
And into my arms

The gem remained in my hand 

Finding the princess sitting alone atop her crude wooden throne,
I walked past the last of  the dancers and towards her 
Standing before her, I placed the light-blue gem into her hands

The stone fell to the earth, resting between her feet 
Her face fell forward into her hands
She began to weep

The priest bellowed into the sky and the people swarmed me
…”
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